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Abstract A graph F is said to be locally primitive if, for each vertex a, the stabilizer in Aut F of
a induces a primitive permutation group on the set of vertices adjacent to a. In 1978, Richard Weiss
conjectured that for a finite vertex-transitive locally primitive graph F, the number of automorphisms
fixing a given vertex is bounded above by some function of the valency of F. In this paper we prove that
the conjecture is true for finite non-bipartite graphs provided that it is true in the case in which Aut F
contains a locally primitive subgroup that is almost simple.
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Preamble

In 1978 Richard Weiss [21] conjectured that, for a finite vertex-transitive locally primitive
graph F, the number of automorphisms fixing a given vertex is bounded above by some
function of the valency of F. This conjecture is an analogue of the Conjecture of Charles
Sims [13], that for a finite primitive permutation group with a suborbit of length d > 2,
the order of a point stabilizer is bounded above by a function of d. Although Sims'
Conjecture has been proved true [1], the truth of Weiss's Conjecture is still unsettled.
In this paper we prove that the Weiss Conjecture is true for finite non-bipartite graphs
provided that it is true for graphs that admit almost simple locally primitive groups of
automorphisms.

A graph F is said to be locally primitive if, for every vertex a, the stabilizer of a
induces a primitive permutation group on the set of vertices adjacent to a. In the special
case of 2-arc transitive graphs, that is, the case where the permutation group induced
by a vertex stabilizer is not only primitive but is 2-transitive, the Weiss Conjecture has
been proved as a culmination of a long sequence of papers by several authors: namely,
Gardiner [4-6], Weiss [22-24] and Trofimov [16-19]. Trofimov and Weiss [20] have
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tried to extend this result to the locally primitive case under the condition that a vertex
stabilizer induces a primitive group (abstractly) isomorphic to PSL(n, q) on the set of
adjacent vertices; a complete solution is still not available even for this special case. From
these results of Trofimov and Weiss, it is easily shown that the Weiss Conjecture is true
for graphs of prime valency and for graphs of valency at most 20. We give the details in
Proposition 4.1. However, it seems unlikely that the truth of the Weiss Conjecture will
be determined by a consideration of all possible local actions.

The strategy used in the proof of the Sims Conjecture was to apply the 0'Nan-Scott
Theorem for finite primitive permutation groups to reduce the problem to the case where
the primitive group G is almost simple, that is S ^ G ^ Aut(S) for some non-abelian
simple group 5. A result of Thompson [15] showed that a vertex stabilizer has a normal
p-subgroup the index of which is bounded above by a function of the size d of the suborbit.
This result, combined with explicit information about the various families of finite simple
groups, led to a complete proof of the Sims Conjecture. Thus the proof depends on the
classification of the finite simple groups.

Unfortunately, there seems to be no reduction possible for Weiss's Conjecture to the
case of finite vertex primitive graphs. However, for finite non-bipartite graphs, a reduction
for Weiss's Conjecture was obtained by the third author [8, § 3] to the case where the
locally primitive group of automorphisms is quasiprimitive on vertices, that is, every non-
trivial normal subgroup is transitive on vertices. In this paper, we apply the O'Nan-Scott
Theorem for finite quasiprimitive permutation groups proved in [9] to reduce the proof
of Weiss's Conjecture for non-bipartite graphs to the case where the locally primitive
group of automorphisms is almost simple. We discuss some of the difficulties that are
encountered in the almost simple case in §3, and we end with some remarks on the
consequences of the work of Weiss and Trofimov [18-21] in §4.

Let F be a finite connected graph, and let G be a subgroup of Aut F, the automorphism
group of F. For a vertex a of F, let F(a) denote the set of vertices adjacent to a in F.
Then F is said to be G-locally primitive if, for all vertices a, Ga induces a primitive
permutation group Ga on F(a). For non-bipartite graphs F it is easy to show that,
if F is G-locally primitive, then G acts transitively on the vertices of F. Thus, for non-
bipartite graphs, Weiss's Conjecture is the following.

Weiss Conjecture for non-bipartite graphs (see [21]). There exists a function
/ : N —> N such that, if F is a finite, non-bipartite, G-locally primitive graph of valency
d, then for a vertex a, \Ga\ ^ f{d)-

We may also state this conjecture in the quasiprimitive almost simple case as follows.
The socle soc(G) of a group G is the product of its minimal normal subgroups, and a
finite group is said to be almost simple if its socle is a non-abelian simple group.

Almost simple Weiss Conjecture. There is a function f : N —> N such that, if F
is a finite G-locally primitive graph of valency d for some almost simple group G and
soc(G) is vertex-transitive, then for a vertex a, \Ga\ ^ f{d).
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Our reduction theorem may thus be stated as follows.

Main Theorem. The Weiss Conjecture is true for all finite non-bipartite graphs if
and only if the almost simple Weiss Conjecture is true.

1. Preliminaries

First we prove a simple property regarding the primes that divide |/f |, where if is a
subgroup of automorphisms of a connected graph and H fixes a vertex. We denote the
vertex set of a graph F by VF and the edge set by EF.

Lemma 1.1. Let F be a connected graph of valency d. Suppose that G is a group of
automorphisms of F which acts transitively on VF. Then

(i) for a e VF, each prime divisor of \Ga\ divides \Ga |; and

(ii) for an edge {a, (3} of F, each prime divisor of \Gap\ is less than d.

Proof. Let p be a prime divisor of \GQ |, and let g be an element of Ga of order p. Then
there exists a' G VF that is not fixed by g. Since F is connected, there is a path from a
to a': a = ao,Qi, . . . ,ai = a'. There exists some k < I such that a9 = on for all i with
0 < i ^ k, and a9

k+1 ^ ak+i. Thus g G Gak, and, since ak+\ G F(ak), ag + 1 G F(ak). Let
g* be the element of G£fQfc) induced by g. Then g* G G^a<c) and a(+1 £ ak+\- It follows
that o(g*)=p, so p divides |G^afc) | = | G £ ( Q ) | .

Now assume that p is a prime divisor of |GQ;g|, and let g be an element of Gap
of order p. Arguing as in the previous paragraph, there exists k > 1 and a path a =
ao,/? = a i , . . •, ak, ak+i, such that a? = cti for all i G {0,. . . , k} and a9

k_i_x ^ ak+i- Thus
9 € Gak_lCtk, and, since ak+i 6 F(ak) and ak+1 ^ afc_i, a9

k+1 G F(ak) \ {afe_i}. Let g*
be the element of Gaiitlk induced by g. Then g* G Galiilk and ag

k'+1 ^ ak+i- It follows
that o(g*) = p, so p divides IGa^iaJ- As the orbits of Gak°lk

iak are of size at most d— I,
we have p ^ d— 1. •

A subgroup H of a group G is said to be core-free in G if DogG - ^ = *•• ̂ o r a

group G and a core-free subgroup H of G, we can construct connected graphs F such
that G < Aut.T and G is arc-transitive as follows (see [12]).

Definition 1.2. Let G be a finite group. Suppose that there are a core-free subgroup
H < G and an element geG such that (H, g) = G and g2 G H. A graph T = T(G, if, 5)
is defined by VF = {Hx | x G G} with {if x, /f y} an edge of F if and only if xy~x G if gif.

Such a graph has the following properties.

Lemma 1.3 (see [12]). Let F = F(G,H,g) be a graph defined as in Definition 1.2.
Then G, acting by right multiplication, is a subgroup of Aut F and Ga = H, where
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a is the vertex H of F. Moreover, F is a connected G-arc-tmnsitive graph of valency
\H :Hn H»\.

Conversely, ifG acts faithfully and arc-transitively on a finite connected graph F, then
F = F(G, H, g) for some core-free subgroup H < G and some g G G as in Definition 1.2.

A graph E is called a quotient graph of a graph F if there is a surjective map p from
VF to VE such that p preserves the adjacency relation, that is p induces a surjection
from EF to EE. It easily follows that if K is a subgroup of G containing H, {H, g) = G
and g2 G H, then F(G,K,g) is a quotient graph of F(<3,H,g).

A permutation group G o n a set i? is said to be regular if G is transitive on H and
Ga = 1 for every a G Q.

Lemma 1.4 (see [7, Lemma 2.1]). Let F be a connected graph and suppose that
G ^ Aut F is transitive on VF. Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of G which is
regular on VF. Then G - N x Ga and Ga is faithful on F(a).

Lemma 1.5 (see [2, Theorem 4.2A]). Let G be a transitive group on Q, and let
Csym(fi)(G0 be the centralizer of G in Sym(l7). If Csym(n)(G) is transitive on Q, then
G is regular on Q.

For a non-negative integer i, let Fi(a) be the set of vertices of F that are at distance
at most i from a, and let Gi(a) be the kernel of Ga on 21 (a), that is, the subgroup of
Ga that fixes every vertex in Fi{a). Clearly, Gi{a) is normal in Ga, and further we have
the following lemma.

Lemma 1.6. Let F = F(G,H,g) be a graph defined as in Definition 1.2, and let a
be the vertex H of F and /? = a9. Then, for any positive integer i,

(i) Gi+i taKG^n (?;(/?); and

(ii) g normalizes d (a) D Gi (/?).

P r o o f . Since /? 6 F(a), if 7 G Fi(0), t h en 7 <E Fj(a) for j = i - l,i or i + 1. Thus

Fi(a) U Fi(P) < Fi+1(a), so Gi+1(a) < G^a) n Gi((3) as in part (i).
For any x € Gi(a)3, x = g~lyg for some y € Gj(a), so Px = 09 '»s = ay9 = a9 = 0,

that is, x € Gi{0). It follows that Gi{a)9 = Gi{0). Since g2 € Ga, we have that a = a9* =
09 and it follows that Gi{0)9 = Gi(a). Therefore, (Gi(a)nGi(0))9 = Gi(a)9nGi(0)9 =
Gi{0) D Gi(a) as in part (ii). D

In § 2 we shall consider quasiprimitive permutation groups G, that is subgroups G ^
Sym(J?) such that all non-trivial normal subgroups of G are transitive on Q. For the
proof of the Main Theorem we shall need the next lemma about the action on a G-
quasiprimitive (7-locally primitive graph F of a normal subgroup N of G.

Proposition 1.7. Suppose that G is quasiprimitive on the vertex set of a Gnite con-
nected graph F and that Ga' is primitive, for a G VF". Let N be a non-trivial normal
subgroup ofG. If Ne(a) = 1 for some integer e, then Ge+i(a) = 1.
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Proof. Since G is quasiprimitive, N is transitive on V F. If iV is regular on VF,
then the result follows from Lemma 1.4. Thus we may assume that AT is not regular
on VT. So Na ^ 1 and, since F is connected, it follows that Na{a) ^ 1. Since Na{a)

is a normal subgroup of the primitive group Ga , Na is transitive on F(a). Hence
F is AT-arc-transitive, so, by Lemma 1.3, F = F(N,Na,g) for some g e N such that
(Na,g) = N. If Ge(a) = 1, the result is true so we may assume that Ge(a) ^ 1. Now
NC\Ge(a) = Ne(a) = 1. The normal subgroups Na and Ge(ct) oiGa normalize each other
and so centralize each other. Let j3 := a9. By Lemma 1.6, Ge+i(ct) ^ Ge(a) f~lGe(/?) and
g normalizes Ge(a) D Ge(f3). Since Â Q centralizes Ge(a), Na centralizes Ge(a) n Ge(/3),
so N = (Na,g) normalizes Ge(a) n Ge(/3). Since N D (Ge(a) D Ge(/3)) ^ N D Ge(a) = 1
and N <G, it follows that N centralizes Ge(a) D Ge(/3). However, since N is transitive
but not regular on VF, by Lemma 1.5, Cc(Ar) is not transitive on VF. Since G is
quasiprimitive on VF, the intransitive normal subgroup CG{N) must be trivial. Thus
Ge{a) n Ge(/3) < CG(7V) = 1, so Ge+i(a) < Ge(a) n Ge(/3) = 1 as required. D

2. Proof of the Main Theorem

Let F be a finite connected non-bipartite arc-transitive graph of valency d > 2, and let
G be a subgroup of Aut F that is transitive on VT, and such that for a e VF, Ga is
primitive on F(a). To prove the Main Theorem, by Praeger [8, § 3], we may assume that
G is quasiprimitive on VF. Let ./V be the socle of G. Our first result deals with the case
where N has a regular normal subgroup.

Proposition 2.1. If N has a normal subgroup that is regular on VT, then \Ga\ is
bounded by a function of d; in fact \Ga\ ^ d\((d— l)!)d.

Proof. Since G is quasiprimitive on VF, N is transitive on VF. Further, Na <Ga,
and, since Ga is primitive on F(a), if iVa ^ 1, then Na is transitive on F(a). Thus
either N is regular on VF or F is an 7V-arc-transitive graph. If G has a regular normal
subgroup N, then, by Lemma 1.4, G = N x Ga and Ga is faithful on F(a). Therefore,
Ga ^ S<j and \Ga\ ^ d\. Thus we may assume that G has no regular normal subgroup.
In particular, N is not regular on VF, so, by Lemma 1.3, F = F(N,Na,g) for some
2-element g G N such that g2 G iVQ and N = (Na,g).

Suppose that JV has a normal subgroup L that is regular on VF. By Lemma 1.4,
N = L x Na and Na is faithful on F(a). Thus N^a) = 1, and hence, by Proposition 1.7,
G2(o) = 1. Thus Ga is faithful on F2{a), so |GQ| < d!((d - l)!)d. D

From the O'Nan-Scott Theorem for finite quasiprimitive permutation groups in [9],
one of the following holds: TV has a regular normal subgroup, or AT is a non-abelian
simple group (so G is almost simple), or G has type PA. The third type PA is described
as follows (see [11]). The socle N = 7\ x • • • x T} = Tl for some finite non-abelian simple
group T and integer / > 2. There is a proper subgroup RoiT such that Na is a subdirect
product of Rl, that is, Na projects onto each of the direct factors R. This means that
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Ga < L = GaR
l < G so that there is a G-invariant partition S of VF such that L is

the setwise stabilizer of the block a of E containing a. Moreover, the action of G on E
is faithful and is permutationally isomorphic to the product action of G on a set A1. We
may identify E with A1 and we have G ^ W = HwrSi, where H < Sym(^) and H is
an almost simple group with socle T which is quasiprimitive on A, N is the socle of W,
and W acts on E in product action.

Our next result deals with quasiprimitive groups of type PA under the assumption that
the almost simple Weiss Conjecture is true. Because we consider three different graphs
in the proof of this proposition, we shall use a refinement of the notation Ge(a) for a
subgroup G < Aut-T fixing Fe(a) pointwise, namely, we shall write Ge(a) = Ge(a;F).

Proposition 2.2. Suppose that G is of type PA (as in [9] or [11])- Assume that the
almost simple Weiss Conjecture is true. Then \Ga\ is bounded by a function of d.

Proof. We have N = Tx x • • • x T; = Tl, where each Tt = T is a non-abelian simple
group, and I > 2. Moreover, there is a G-invariant partition E of VF such that the
action of G on E is faithful and is permutationally isomorphic to the product action of
G on a set A1. As above, we identify E with A1 and we have G ^ W — HwrSi, where
H ^ Sym(.zl) and H is an almost simple group with socle T which is quasiprimitive on A,
N is the socle of W, and W acts on E in product action. So, for a = (5,..., 5) 6 E = A1,
Wa = Hs wrSj. Moreover, setting R := Hs F\T, if a 6 VF belongs to the 'block' a of E,
then it was proved in [9] that Na is a subdirect product of Na = R1, that is Â Q projects
onto each of the I direct factors R of N&.

We complete the proof by showing that there exists a positive integer e that is bounded
by a function of d such that Ne(a; F) = 1, using the assumption that the almost simple
Weiss Conjecture is true. Note that G permutes {Ti,.. . ,TJ} transitively by conjugation
since G is quasiprimitive. Further, if G\ is the subgroup of index I in G that normalizes T\,
then G\ induces a subgroup of Sym(4) in its action on the first coordinates of elements
of £; this subgroup is almost simple with socle T and we take H to be this subgroup.
In particular, since N is transitive on E, it follows that the subgroup {G\)a induces the
group Hi in its action on the first coordinates of elements of E.

As above, a = (5,... ,6) and a € a. We have Na = Ri x • • • x Ri = Rl, where
Ri — (Ti)s = R- Let Fs be the quotient graph of F corresponding to the partition E
of VF, and let F^(a) denote the set of neighbours of a in F^. Let j3 S F(a) and rj =
(£i , . . . , Si) € E such that (3 G 77. Then 77 e Fs(a). Define ^ (5) = <5f* and &i(5) = S"s,
the orbits of Ri and Hs, respectively, containing 8iy for i = 1 , . . . , I. We claim that

FE(<j) = rjR' = 6?* x • • • x Sp1 = *i(<J) x • • • x $1 (5).

Note that (Go-)i = G\ D Ga induces the permutation group Hs in its action on the first
coordinates of elements of E. Thus each 6[ in \Pi(6) occurs as the first entry of some
r)' € Fz(a). Since G = NGa, Ga permutes the Ti transitively and it follows that each
5[ 6 &i(S) occurs as the zth entry of some element of Fz(a). Hence r^{a) C f] "^(cr) and
FE{CF) projects onto each tf'i(cr).
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Now F(a) fl 77 contains the vertex 0 and is a block of imprimitivity for the primitive
action of Ga on F(a). If F(a) C 77, then F{(3) C a and it follows by connectivity that
VT C o-Ur?, which is not the case. It follows that r(a)nr) = {/?}. Similarly, \r(a)r\r)'\ ^ 1
for each 77' € Fs{a). Note that Na is transitive on F(a). Thus the subset of Fs{o~) consist-
ing of those 'blocks' of E that contain vertices of F{a) is precisely TJNO . Now TjNa C r}N°,
and, as iVCT = Ri x • • • x Rh we have TjNa = <5fl x • • • x 5^1 = #1(5) x • • • x#/(5). Moreover,
since Na is transitive on a (for a is a block of imprimitivity for the transitive group N
on VT), for each a' € a there is an element x S JVCT such that ax = a'. It follows that
the subset of rs(a) that contains vertices of F(a') is {r)N°)x = r]N°x C 77^ = f] *i(*)-
Since this is true for each a' 6 a, we have Fs{a) C n^i (^) ^ I l^ iWi a n | i since ^ ( C T )
projects onto each #i(<$), we have ^i(J) = !?i(5) for each i. Thus each <?i(5) is an i/^-orbit.
Since /i;(<T) 2 77̂ " = n^ i ( Q ) j w e n a v e •TrC0') = Il^i(^) ^ claimed.

Note that Ga is transitive on {1,2,. . . , /}, namely, for each i, there exists

c : = (hi,...,h[)g0 € Ga

such that go maps 1 to i. Then -Ti;(cr) contains

r 195'1 '96"1

which has ith entry

So *i((J) = #i(J). Set #(5) :=#!(*) = . . . = #,(*). Then
We claim that i/,5 acts primitively on <P(8). If V(<J) := {Bh \ h 6 Hg) is a non-trivial

block system of Hg , then ip(5)1 is a partition of S invariant under HgwrSi and, hence,
is preserved by Ga. Hence, if B = B\ x • • • x Bi is the block of ip(8)1 containing 77, then
BGa is a partition of r]Ga preserved by Ga (and note that each member of BGa is a
subset of #((5)'). Since the permutation groups induced by Ga on 77°° and on F(a) are
permutationally isomorphic, Ga is primitive on r)Ga. Hence, BGa is a trivial block system
for Ga in r)Ga. However, 1 < |Bi| < \${8)\ and 77°° projects onto $(6) in the first coordi-
nate, so B is a non-trivial block, which is a contradiction. Hence Hs

 ( ' is primitive. Let
do = |#(<S)|- Then do < d. Let # denote the //-arc-transitive graph with vertex set A and
vertex-stabilizer Hs corresponding to the suborbit $(6). Then, from our assumption that
the almost simple Weiss Conjecture holds, we have \Hs\ ^ /AS(do) for some function /AS
on N. Since d0 < d, there exists a positive integer e that is bounded by a function of d such
that He{5; <?) = 1. For any x € Ne{a; Fz), we may write x = h\h,2 • • • hi such that hi € H.
Since Fs{a) = $(o)1, we have hi 6 He(5;<P), so hi = 1 and, hence, x = 1. Therefore,
Ne{cr\F£) = 1. Since T^ is a quotient graph of T, we have Ne(a;F) ^ Ne.{<J\Fs) = 1.
By Proposition 1.7, Ge+i(a; r ) = 1 and so |Ga| is bounded by a function of d. O

Note that d > \${5)\l = dl
0. Thus our proof shows that \Ga\ ^ \HS\H\ < ( /

/11 where I < log2ci. Now we are ready to prove the main theorem.
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Proof of the Main Theorem. Recall that G is quasiprimitive on VF so that its
socle N is transitive on VF. If N has a normal subgroup that is regular on VF, then, by
Proposition 2.1, the Main Theorem holds. Thus assume that N does not have a normal
regular subgroup on VF. Prom the O'Nan-Scott Theorem for quasiprimitive groups
proved in [9], we easily conclude that G is of type PA or G is almost simple. Therefore,
by Proposition 2.2, the theorem holds. •

3. Almost simple case

In this section we use some examples to discuss the almost simple Weiss Conjecture. We
still use F to denote a finite connected non-bipartite graph of valency d > 2, and let
G be a subgroup of Aut F that is transitive on VF, and such that for a G VF, Ga is
primitive on F(a). We also assume that F = F(G,Ga,g) for some 2-element g (in the
sense of Definition 1.2 and Lemma 1.3), and let /? = a9.

Weiss [23] proved his conjecture for a special class of local actions, namely the case
where Ga is primitive with a regular normal elementary abelian subgroup. Such prim-
itive groups are called affine primitive groups.

Theorem 3.1 (Weiss). If Ga is an affine primitive group, then \Ga\ is bounded
by a function of d.

This result helps to simplify the proof of the Weiss Conjecture for some classes of
almost simple groups G.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that soc(G) = PSL(2, q) for some prime power q ^ 4.
Then the Weiss Conjecture is true.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, if Ga is soluble, then \Ga\ is bounded by a function of d.
Thus we assume that Ga is insoluble. It follows from Dickson's classification of subgroups
of PSL(2,g) (see [14, p. 417]) that PSL(2,q)nGa ^ PSL(2,g0) or PGL(2,g0), where
q0 = p

eo and e0 | e, or PSL(2,g) n Ga = A5. Thus Ga is faithful on F(a), and so

Clearly, a similar argument can be used for some other classes of almost simple groups,
in particular for the almost simple Lie-type groups of Lie rank one. However, we do not
think that it can easily be extended for arbitrary almost simple groups. In particular, we
have been unable to prove the conjecture in the case where G is An or Sn. We end with
a discussion of this family of groups.

Example 3.3. Let G = An or Sn, which naturally acts on X = {1,2,.. . , n}. Then
the possibilities for Ga can be divided into three classes:

(i) Ga is intransitive on X;

(ii) Ga is transitive on X but has a non-trivial intransitive normal subgroup; and
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(iii) GQ is quasiprimitive on X.

Let K = G^oi). By [3, Corollary 2.3], if is a p-group for some prime p < d. If K = 1,
then Ga = GQ , so \Ga\ is bounded by a function of d. Thus we may assume that
K y£ 1. Then if is a non-trivial proper normal subgroup of Ga.

This observation is sufficient to prove the Weiss Conjecture for stabilizers in case (iii),
that is, for Ga quasiprimitive on X. It follows from the O'Nan—Scott Theorem in [9] that
K = Z° and Ga/K ^ GL(a,p) for some a ^ 1. Now, Ga/K induces a faithful permuta-
tion group on Fiia) so that \Ga/K\ ^ f(d) for some function / . On the other hand, as
Ga is primitive on X, the {Ga/K)-oxhit containing a non-zero element of K contains a
basis {xi, X2,... ,xa} of K. Thus, a ^ \Ga/K\ ^ f(d). Since, by Lemma 1.1, p divides
|Ga(a)|, we have p < d. Therefore, \GQ\ = \K\\Ga/K\ ^ ^ / ( d ) .

4. Some remarks

Here we discuss some consequences of the work of Weiss and Trofimov [16-24] for the
Weiss Conjecture.

Proposition 4.1. The Weiss Conjecture is true for the cases in which the valency of
graphs is a prime or is at most 20.

Proof. Let F be a G-locally primitive graph of valency d. Then Ga is a primitive
permutation group of degree d.

If Ga is an afHne primitive group, then \Ga\ is bounded by a function of d by
Theorem 3.1. Thus we may assume that Ga is not affine. In particular d ^ 5.

Suppose next that d is a prime. Then, by Burnside's Theorem [2, Theorem 3.5B],
Ga is 2-transitive and the proposition follows from [18,19].

Suppose now that d ^ 20 and that d is not a prime. Then, by [2, Appendix B], Ga

is 2-transitive, or is almost simple with socle PSL(n, q) for some integers n ^ 5 and q.
By [18-21], |GQ| is bounded by a function of d. •

These arguments can be extended relatively easily to larger values of the valency d. If
d = 21, the only primitive group Ga that is neither affine nor 2-transitive is Ga = A7
or S7 on pairs. Similar arguments establish the conjecture for d = 22, 23 and 24, and for
all primitive local actions of degree 25 except primitive groups Ga in product action
with socle A5 x A5.
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